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Abstract – The Open IMS Core is a testbed environment that
allows researchers to experiment with components of a next
generation network, providing open source implementations of
the IP Multimedia Subsystem call session control functions, as
well as a Home Subscriber Server. As a control platform for IP
communications, IMS behaves as a docking station for
multimedia services which can be developed using various
programming platforms. Open source implementations of
certain multimedia servers do currently exist which are based
on different platforms and have been used by developers to
enhance their testbeds. However, there is a practical downside
to a heterogeneous service deployment strategy that employs
disparate communication services in an expanding testbed. In
order to reduce time-to-market, a consistent service creation
and deployment platform is needed, which is comprehensive
enough to deliver most of the services currently available, but
in a unified manner. The Mobicents platform is a suitable
candidate for this requirement, bundling a number of
multimedia servers and possessing interfaces to several popular
IP protocols, all within the context of a common JAIN SLEE
standard-compliant infrastructure, allowing a more consistent
service creation and deployment experience for developers.
This paper compares the various components of Mobicents with
a few popular open source servers that have been used by the
researchers in conjunction with the Open IMS Core, and shows
the benefits of its use as a service creation and deployment
platform.
Index Terms – IP Multimedia Subsystem, service creation,
service deployment

functions (CSCFs) of an IMS. A lightweight implementation
of a Home Subscriber Server (HSS) is also provided which
acts as repository for application server settings as well as
service and user profiles. These four elements form the core
of an IMS testbed, and whilst they are responsible for
session control which is essential for supporting services,
they do not provide the services themselves. Rather, services
must be provisioned by the developer on the application
plane.
The three main service provisioning platforms for IMS are
Open Service Access (OSA) / Parlay, IP Multimedia Service
Switching Function (IM SSF) and Session Initiation
Protocol (SIP) applications. However, the latter is proving to
be a popular platform for developing services due to the
rapid proliferation of SIP protocol stacks which are readily
available in open source on the Internet.
In this paper, we will describe some of our earlier efforts
to integrate multimedia services, based largely on the SIP
protocol, into an Open IMS Core testbed. The platforms
described do not represent an exhaustive list of all possible
open source platforms, but merely those that were of interest
to us and seemed to have a large developer community. In
section III we will highlight some of the drawbacks we have
experienced while using these disparate platforms. Section
IV introduces JAIN SLEE as an emerging service
engineering specification and Section V describes Mobicents
as an implementation of the JAIN SLEE standard, which has
become our unified framework for service creation in the
IMS. Finally, the new testbed that uses Mobicents is
described and briefly analysed in section VI.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) is an all-IP
framework that has been standardised by major bodies
such as the 3GPP, ETSI TISPAN and PacketCable as a
component of their Next Generation Network (NGN)
specifications. IMS is a complex environment, enabling rich
multimedia services in a converged fixed/mobile ecosystem
across different access networks. One way of addressing this
complexity is through promoting experimentation by
providing an open sandbox environment that stakeholders
can use to educate themselves on NGN principles [13]. An
example of such an environment is the Open IMS Core [7].
The Open IMS Core was developed by Fraunhofer
FOKUS in 2006. The system is largely based on the SIP
Express Router (SER) project, which is used to provide the
Proxy, Interrogating and Serving Call Session Control

II. RELATED WORK
Open source software often poses as much of an
opportunity as it does a challenge, and the Open IMS Core is
no different. To understand how service integration is
performed, and what platforms have proven to work well
with Open IMS Core, much guidance is needed. Resources
such as the Open IMS Core users’ mailing list and the
accounts of developers, who have integrated their services
such as in [25], are invaluable to any developer working in
this area. Our exposure to these resources has led to the
identification of a set of open source tools that do work
adequately.
A. OpenSER / Kamailio
OpenSER is a fork project of SER, allegedly arising out of
dissatisfaction with the increased commercialisation of
SER and doubts about the direction of the parent project

[8]. OpenSER was subsequently renamed to Kamailio for
trademark reasons. As an offshoot of SER, Kamailio aims to
deliver a similar level of flexibility and high performance.
Like SER, it is also written in the C programming language
and uses similar configuration syntax to fine-tune its
behaviour. Kamailio ships with a number of optional add-on
modules which can be compiled and built into an installation
for added functionality. These additional modules are what
can empower Kamailio to perform as an IMS Application
Server (AS) in the ways described in the sections that
follow.
1) SIP Application Server:
A SIP Application Server (SIPAS) can host and execute
services and has the ability to manipulate a SIP session by
using the IMS Service Control Interface (ISC) in
conjunction with the S-CSCF [2]. The ISC supports event
notification between the SIP AS and the S-CSCF so that the
SIP AS receives information about the registration state of
the users and the capabilities of the user’s SIP User Agent
(SIP UA). The S-CSCF uses initial filter criteria (iFC) to
relay a user request accurately for service handling.
Kamailio can be used to play the role of a SIP AS in an IMS
network by provisioning rules in the Kamailio configuration
scriptlet so as to handle SIP messages as they are received
from the S-CSCF, and performing some application logic.
2) SIP Presence Server
Possibly one of the most popular services in IMS is
presence, which can be defined as the ability to convey
information regarding availability or willingness to
communicate with others. A SIP Presence Server (SIP PS)
behaves as a specialised SIP AS, whereby iFC specify that
the SIP presence events such as SUBSCRIBE, NOTIFY and
PUBLISH are to be forwarded to it. Kamailio has a general
purpose presence module, which is an event-package
independent handler for SUBSCRIBE and PUBLISH
methods as well as a NOTIFY generator in accordance with
relevant SIP specifications [3, 20]. In addition, Kamailio
possesses
two
presence-related
client
modules:
presence_xml and presence_mwi. The former registers
presence events while the latter registers message waiting
events to be handled by the presence module according to
[22], [15] and [14] respectively. Figure 1 depicts the
interactions between a SIP client, the presence module and
event processing with presence_xml.
3) OpenXCAP Document Server
It is uncommon for systems nowadays to allow direct
access to the presence data of a presentity by a watcher
without a policy framework in place that grants or withholds
such access. Users also need some mechanism to manage the
list of buddies or contacts with which they would like to
communicate, or even to set up a single address that indexes
a number of contacts for easier use. The terms presence
rules, resource lists and resource list services are used to
describe each of these scenarios respectively. These are just
three possible use cases for the XCAP protocol. XCAP is an
IETF protocol which allows a client software to read, write
and modify application configuration data stored in XML
format on a server using HTTP protocol methods such as
GET, PUT and DELETE [23]. Each of the three mentioned
uses of the XCAP protocol has its own XML schema for
representing data. OpenXCAP is an example of a free, fully
featured, open source, XML Document Management Server

(XDMS) [19] that respects the relevant IETF standards
already mentioned that relate to presence, as well as the
Open Mobile Alliance (OMA) SIMPLE framework [4]. It is
written in the Python programming language and allows
XCAP clients to create and manipulate XCAP documents
which it stores in a database such as MySQL. In Figure 1,
we can substitute OpenXCAP for the XCAP server and it
becomes clear to see, for example, how authorisation
policies stored in the database can affect the SIP signalling
between the SIP client and the SIP PS. Kamailio uses an
XML RPC module to interface with OpenXCAP in order to
retrieve XCAP documents and to receive updates made by
users.

Figure 1: OpenSER/Kamailio's Presence Infrastructure.
Adapted from [9]
4) Resource List Server
In order to implement the functionality needed to support
the resource list services application of XCAP, a Resource
List Server (RLS) is required. An RLS can receive a
subscription request from a client that refers to a group of
users, and the server will attempt to obtain the state of each
of those users and relay that information back to the
subscriber. The document structure for resource list services
is defined in [24] and allows the definition of user list URIs
and service URIs, the latter of which embeds entries of the
former. In order to perform its duty, the RLS will often need
to create subscriptions known as backend subscriptions to a
SIP PS in order to learn the state of a resource for which it is
not an authority [21]. The chief advantage that accrues from
the use of an RLS is that it eases the burden of
communication (with respect to bandwidth utilisation) on the
side of the user equipment. Kamailio can operate as a RLS
by building the rls module into the installation.
B. Media Server
Thus far, we have only discussed services that are
accomplished on the signalling plane, but a multimedia
testbed will also have functionality on the media plane as
well. Services such as an announcement player, an
interactive voice response (IVR), a video mailbox server or
a multiparty video conference server are also of interest, but
often require the presence of a media server in the SIP
network. A media server contains physical or virtual
endpoints which can be referenced externally by a call agent
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Table 1: Technologies used in the heterogeneous testbed
in order to instruct the server to establish media connections
with other endpoints using a protocol such as SIP or MGCP
(Media Gateway Control Protocol) [5].
Asterisk is an open source IP PBX that was developed by
Mark Spencer of Digium [16]. Asterisk is often considered
as middleware, neatly positioning itself between underlying
telephony protocols (such as SIP, IAX, MGCP, and ISDN)
and telephony applications (such as voicemail, IVR and
conferencing). At the core, Asterisk is composed of five core
modules: a PBX switching core, a dynamic module loader, a
scheduler and I/O manager, an application launcher and a
codec translator. Asterisk’s media support is provided by a
set of codec implementations and a codec translator API
which allows it to perform media transcoding. Current audio
and video codec support in Asterisk consists of G.711u/a,
GSM, G.729, speex and lpc10 codecs for audio and H.261,
H.263 and H.264 codecs for video. Asterisk can be
controlled using SIP and can behave as a call agent in
MGCP mode.
III. DISADVANTAGES OF A HETEROGENEOUS TESTBED
The SIP application and media servers described in the
previous section were integrated, one by one, into the IMS
testbed at our institution. To validate the testbed, two IMS
clients were used, the UCT IMS client [18] and Mercuro [6].
In the process of installing, configuring and deploying these
services, we became aware of several shortcomings in
regards to working with services which are built and
configured using different techniques. To help justify this
assertion, a breakdown of the software used is provided in
Table I.
Firstly, prior to installation, the developer must be aware
of the dependencies in the form of external libraries that are
associated with a given service. Fortunately, with regard to
the Kamailio-based services, most of those dependencies are
common and shared, except for the XML RPC libraries
which are needed by the RLS to communicate with
OpenXCAP. However, OpenXCAP requires many new
libraries that aren’t required by Kamailio. The same is true
with Asterisk.
Closely linked to this challenge of dependencies is the use
of different programming languages by the developers of
these services. Again, we are fortunate with Kamailio in that
all the services are written in the C programming language,
as also is Asterisk. However, OpenXCAP is written in

Python and makes use of the Python event-driven network
engine known as the twisted framework, which is known for
its complexity. For any competent programmer, these
hurdles need not be too wearisome, but it does mean that a
company or institution using such a setup must posses a
broad skills set. As even more services are added that are
based on different development platforms, so the burden to
administrate and extend the testbed becomes increasingly
difficult and time consuming, particularly as software and
libraries need to be upgraded, and APIs change and are
extended.
Even when the services are correctly installed, their
appropriate behaviour needs to be configured. Table I shows
that the same scriptlet syntax can be used across Kamailio
services. Unfortunately, those skills are not transferable to
OpenXCAP or even to Asterisk. There are subtle similarities
between the OpenXCAP configuration and Asterisk’s
dialplan. Though both use plain text files that organise the
configuration into contexts that contain assignment
statements, they are essentially very different. OpenXCAP
uses static variable assignment statements whereas
Asterisk’s dialplan defines the sequence of steps to be
followed upon receipt of a matching request.
In an effort to explore alternative approaches to deploying
SIP ASs, the Java standard JAIN SLEE caught our attention.
In the next section, we will introduce this environment that
can provide the same types of services to an IMS network
while overcoming some of the problems that have been
described.
IV. JAIN SLEE: A SPECIFICATION FOR SERVICE CREATION
AND DEPLOYMENT
JAINTM, or Java APIs for Intelligent Networks, is an
initiative within the JavaTM world to provide programming
interfaces to popular communication protocols. JAIN SLEE
is a JavaTM standard that is a product of the Java Community
Process (JCP) which makes extensive use of JAINTM
technologies [12]. The specification takes advantage of the
abstraction provided by JAINTM by defining protocol
adapters called Resource Adapters (RAs). These RAs are
external to the SLEE itself but interact with other resources
such as protocols stacks and databases, and can adapt the
interfaces to those required by the SLEE. The SLEE also
defines a component model for the creation of software
entities know as Service Building Blocks (SBBs). These are
atomic, reusable objects that can both send and receive

events, and are responsible for processing events based on
application-defined logic as well as their own internal state.
A logical event router in the SLEE forwards events to SBBs
that have explicitly “registered” themselves for those events.
After processing the event, the SBB can then pass the event
to another SBB, based on a service interaction model that is
based on either parent-child relationships or a prioritisation
model.
As an example, an e-learning system that provides a
virtual classroom to multiple participants and features audio,
video and group chat facilities, can be developed using a
combination of SBBs interacting with each other. One SBB
can register for HTTP events which it receives from a
website when a user logs on or performs some other action.
In a converged SIP/HTTP container, a SIP proxy SBB can
help route events that are SIP related, for example IM
requests to a SIP instant messaging SBB or audio requests to
a SIP Conferencing SBB. Figure 2 shows the architecture of
JAIN SLEE.

4. Mobicents SIP Servlets - The world’s first certified
implementation of the SIP Servlets 1.1
specification [1].
VI. USING MOBICENTS IN THE OPEN IMS CORE
Figure 3 shows what the new testbed that utilises
Mobicents looks like. To justify a move to Mobicents, it is
important to ensure that two major requirements are met.
Firstly, every effort must be made to ensure that little or no
functionality is lost from the previous one. Secondly, we
need to analyse Mobicents according to the criteria used in
Table I and highlight the potential benefits that can be
harnessed by such a move. With regards to the first
requirement, by looking at the features of Mobicents as they
are presented in section V, it is quite evident that we lose
almost nothing of our current functionality. The SIP AS role
can be provided either by a SIP servlet or an SBB using the
SIP RA from the JAIN SLEE server. The presence support
is provided by the Mobicents SIP PS and the Mobicents
XDMS. The added option of being able to either separate
the SIP PS from the XDMS or host the integrated service on
a single host is also quite useful, affording the developer the
freedom to choose between a self-contained or a distributed
model for presence services.

Figure 2: The JAIN SLEE Architecture. Adapted from
[11]
V. MOBICENTS PLATFORM: A JAIN SLEE
IMPLEMENTATION
To complement the JAIN SLEE standard, the Mobicents
project was created. Mobicents is currently the only JAIN
SLEE 1.0 compliant application server for the JavaTM
platform [17] and was designed to be deployable over JBoss.
For this purpose, Mobicents can be downloaded with JBoss
pre-bundled. Resource adapter implementations for protocol
stacks such as SIP, XMPP, HTTP, Diameter and MGCP are
provided, as well as some example applications. The full
suite comprises of the following services:
1. Mobicents Media Server - A media server that
supports a variety of call control protocols such as
SIP and MGCP and supports the G.711a/u, speex,
G.729 and GSM codecs.
2. Mobicents Integrated Presence Server - A presence
service that is adherent to the relevant IETF and
OMA standards and comprises of a SIP PS, an
XDMS and an RLS.
3. Mobicents JAIN SLEE Server - An application
server that implements the JAIN SLEE 1.0
specification and bundles several RAs and simple
demo services for proof of concept.

Figure 3: Status of the testbed using the Mobicents suite
of services
The Mobicents Media Server also satisfies the
requirements of a media server, albeit without support for
the video capabilities that Asterisk supports natively, though
video is part of the project roadmap. For the second
requirement, we note that Mobicents has only one real prerequisite for installation, which is that a JavaTM runtime
environment must exist on the host. In addition, to run the
server, the appropriate environmental variable must be set
that points to the user’s JBoss installation directory. Since
the entire platform is based on Java alone, it means that it is
much easier to maintain and extend the testbed with a group
of capable programmers. The unified nature of the platform
also exhibits itself in a common configuration syntax.
Mobicents uses the JavaTM project management tool Maven
along with its associated POM (Project Object Model) files
to describe projects, resources and services, and to deploy
these components onto the JBoss server. As an example, a
follow-me service was developed that would allow users to
request that subsequent calls to their extension be re-routed

to an alternative extension. This service would be useful to
support user mobility or for privacy reasons. In the
configuration presented in Listing 1, the root SBB declared
as CallSBB has two child nodes, DtmfDemoSbb (which
processes DTMF events for retrieving the redirect extension)
and FollowMeDemoSbb (which performs the application
logic for a follow-me request). In order to do this, CallSBB
must register for both SIP and media events as shown in the
bottom half portion of the file. This XML-like POM
configuration is consistent in Mobicents for configuring both
the base servers described in section V and new services
created by the developer that rely on those services, as in the
follow-me example.

# Service registration details
<description>Represents the entire call</description>
<sbb-name>CallSbb</sbb-name>
<sbb-vendor>org.mobicents.mms-demo</sbb-vendor>
<sbb-version>1.0</sbb-version>
<sbb-alias>CallSbb</sbb-alias>
...
<sbb-ref>
<sbb-name>DtmfDemoSbb</sbb-name>
<sbb-vendor>org.mobicents.mms-demo</sbb-vendor>
<sbb-version>1.0</sbb-version>
<sbb-alias>DtmfDemoSbb</sbb-alias>
</sbb-ref>
<sbb-ref>
<sbb-name>FollowMeDemoSbb</sbb-name>
<sbb-vendor>org.mobicents.mms-demo</sbb-vendor>
<sbb-version>1.0</sbb-version>
<sbb-alias>FollowMeSbb</sbb-alias>
</sbb-ref>
...
# Event registration
<event event-direction=’Receive’ initial-event=’True’>
<event-name>CallCreated</event-name>
<event-type-ref>
<event-typename>javax.sip.message.Request.INVITE</eventtype
name>
<event-type-vendor>javax.sip</event-type-vendor>
<event-type-version>1.1</event-type-version>
</event-type-ref>
<initial-event-select variable>’ActivityContext’/>
</event>
...
<event event-direction=’Receive’ initial-event=’False’>
<event-name>ConnectionOpen</event-name>
<event-type-ref>
<event-type-name>org.mobicents.slee.media.
CONNECTION_OPEN</event-type-name>
<event-type-vendor>org.mobicents.media</eventtypevendor>
<event-type-version>1.0</event-type-version>
</event-type-ref>
</event>
Listing 1: POM file for example service

VII. CONCLUSION
This paper has described an initial investigation into
service platforms that can be used to deploy multimedia
services over an IMS testbed. Due to the complexity
associated with managing a testbed that consists of
heterogeneous entities, an alternative design was required
that is based on a consistent service description model such
as the one provided by JAIN SLEE. We have analysed this
model and introduced a possible realisation of it, which is
based on Mobicents. We have also shown that Mobicents
has the potential to reduce development and deployment
time, and may pose fewer challenges in service integration
as the testbed is extended.
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